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Professional Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .NET, 2nd EditionWrox Press, 2004
The addition of Crystal Reports 9.0 to Visual Studio .NET 2003 offers developers a reporting tool that allows you to turn almost any data into interactive, dynamic content through portals, wireless devices, and Microsoft Office documents. This code-intensive guide takes you step by step through developing reports and incorporating them into...

		

Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...


		

Principles of Computer Graphics: Theory and Practice Using OpenGL and Maya®Springer, 2005
to think about what it means. What is Computer Graphics? Simply defined, Computer Graphics (or CG) is the images generated or modified on a computer. These images may be visualizations of real data or imaginary depictions of a fantasy world.

The use of Computer Graphics effects in movies such as The Incredibles and games such as Myst...





		

Business Services Orchestration: The Hypertier of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2003
Business Services Orchestration (BSO) is a new, unique, far-reaching industry technology encompassing the art of harmoniously organizing the interactions between business services. These business services may represent internal business processes of organizations. Integration of many of these internal legacy, custom, and COTS applications may,...


		

Beginning SQL Server 2008 for Developers: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 is a first–rate database management system. It offers more capability than any previous release of SQL Server. More than just a classic relational database management system, SQL Server 2008 includes exciting and powerful features that make it useful for everything from large corporate data warehouses to ad hoc departmental...

		

Adobe AIR For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Want to create rich Internet applications and RIA desktop apps that run seamlessly online and offline? Adobe AIR —Adobe Integrated Runtime — makes it possible; Adobe AIR For Dummies makes it easy.
    AIR allows Web developers to create rich Internet applications using Web technologies. They run on desktops and across...






		

Methodology of Longitudinal Surveys (Wiley Series in Survey Methodology)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Longitudinal surveys are surveys that involve collecting data from multiple subjects on multiple occasions. They are typically used for collecting data relating to social, economic, educational and health-related issues and they serve as an important tool for economists, sociologists, and other researchers.
    Focusing on the design,...


		

Bioinformatics Programming Using Python: Practical Programming for Biological Data (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		Powerful, flexible, and easy to use, Python is an ideal language for building software tools and applications for life science research and development. This unique book shows you how to program with Python, using code examples taken directly from bioinformatics. In a short time, you'll be using sophisticated techniques and...



		

Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks: A Semi-tensor Product ApproachSpringer, 2010

	Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks presents a systematic new approach to the investigation of Boolean control networks. The fundamental tool in this approach is a novel matrix product called the semi-tensor product (STP). Using the STP, a logical function can be expressed as a conventional discrete-time linear system. In the light of...






		

AutoCAD 2010 Tutor for Engineering GraphicsAutodesk Press, 2009

	Engineering graphics is the process of defining an object graphically before it is
	constructed and used by consumers. Previously, this process for producing a drawing
	involved the use of drawing aids such as pencils, ink pens, triangles, T-squares, and so
	forth to place an idea on paper before making changes and producing blue-line...


		

The Machine Question: Critical Perspectives on AI, Robots, and EthicsMIT Press, 2012

	One of the enduring concerns of moral philosophy is deciding who or what is deserving of ethical consideration. Much recent attention has been devoted to the "animal question" -- consideration of the moral status of nonhuman animals. In this book, David Gunkel takes up the "machine question": whether and to what extent...


		

Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development – Made Simple: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	The simplest way to learn Oracle's ADF is to follow an enterprise development process from start to finish, which is exactly what this book does. Combining theory with real-world examples, it's the ultimate guide for Oracle and J2EE developers.


	Overview

	
		Utilize best practices for real-life...
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